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home / other / love calculator The Love Calculator provides a score from 0% to 100% that is meant to be an indication of a match in terms of love, based on the names of two people. The higher the percentage, the better the match. Note that like all other love calculators on the Internet, this calculator is intended for amusement only rather than as a
real indication of love. Please follow your heart instead of the results of this calculator when considering love. Love is a word that has a variety of different meanings within different contexts. It is generally defined as a strong affection for another person, be it maternal, sexual, or based on admiration, and is sometimes even extended to objects or
even food. There are differences in the concept of love even between cultures and countries, making it difficult to arrive at a "universal" definition of love. Love is sometimes categorized as either impersonal or interpersonal love. Impersonal love is that for an object, principle, or goal that a person may be deeply committed to or greatly value.
Examples include the love of "life itself," love for a stuffed animal, or even love for a cause or idea. Interpersonal love is love between human beings. It can refer to the love that exists between family members, friends, or couples. There has been much speculation throughout history on the basis of love, some of which try to explain love in terms of a
biological, psychological, and even evolutionary basis. Regardless of what any psychologist or "expert" says, how a person views or defines love is up to them, and the results of any online calculator or predictor of love should have little to no bearing on whether or not a person chooses to pursue it. Approaching Love In general, we are attracted to
people like ourselves. Middle-class people go for similarly middle-class types, and we look for those, within our class, who like the same kind of clothes, or music, or environment. Of course, sometimes we find ourselves very attracted to those who are totally unlike us, really opposites, and that's because we seek change and stimulation. Some say that
we seek people like ourselves to form a more stable union, and to have children like ourselves. Well-known actresses pair up with rock stars, for example, because such men tend to be as rich and famous as they are. But the challenge of the unknown is great. Some say that we tend to fall in love with those who are mysterious and challenging to us,
because they come to us with a very different gene pool. So the children will benefit from broader genetic input. But there's no scientific proof for such assertions. Physical features are important to both sexes, but a bit more so to men. There is some scientific basis for this. According to Louann Brizendine, a clinical professor of psychiatry at the
University of California, San Francisco, and the author of "The Female Brain, the male brain processes the female image, while the female brain takes in a good looking male, but also shows judgmental activity, thinking about the guy's character at the same time. Love does take over most of your brain activity, Brizendine says, and once it has you
hooked, it doesn't let you go. It keeps your chemicals hopping, which is why you can't seem to get the other person out of your head. But all the scientists admit that there's no real hard explanation for why one person goes for another, as opposed to another one. There will probably never be a science of love, nor any way to calculate what the results
will be. So let your mind and your heart decide. Love Calculate Online app is made to calculate love between two people. This application is best for the lover to find how much they love each otherMore attractive interfaceflagFlag as inappropriateflagFlag as inappropriate In this tutorial, we will learn how to create one love calculator program. This
program will take two names as inputs, calculates the percentage and prints it out. How the program is calculating the percentage, I am explaining below.You can change the algorithm to any other way to calculate the percentage.Algorithm :The below algorithm we are going to use in this program :Get the first and the second names as input from
the user.Convert both to lowercase.Find the sum of all ASCII values of the characters for both names.Similarly, find the sum of all ASCII values of the characters for ‘love’.Add the sum of both values calculated on step 3.Find the sum of all digits of both result from step 4 and step 5.If the sum for names is greater than sum for love, subtract the
difference amount from sum of love and assign it as the sum of names.Calculate the percentage as _(sum of names/sum of loves) * 100 _.Example :Let’s say, we are calculating for Alex and LizaConvert both to lowercase : alex and liza.Find the sum of ASCII of each character :* For _alex_, it is : _97 +108 +101 +120 = 426_ * For _liza_, it is : _108 +105
+122 +97 = 432_.Find the sum of ASCII of love : 108 +111 +118 +101 = 438.Add the sum of step 3 : 426 + 432 = 858.Find the sum of all digits : for names it is 8 + 5 + 8 = 21. For ‘love’, it is 4 + 3 + 8 = 15sum of names(22) > sum of love(15). So, new value of sum of names is 15 - (21-15) = 9Percentage : (9/15) * 100 = 60%Java Program :import
java.util.Scanner; public class LoveCalculator { private static int findSum(int no) { int sum = 0; while (no > 0) { sum += no % 10; no /= 10; } return sum; } public static void main(String[] args) { Scanner sc = new Scanner(System.in); final String LOVE = "love"; String firstName; String secondName; int firstSum; int secondSum; int loveSum; int
totalSum; while (true) { System.out.println("♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥"); System.out.println("Enter q to exit : "); System.out.println("First Name : "); ﬁrstName = sc.nextLine(); if (ﬁrstName.equals("q")) { break; } System.out.println("Second Name : "); secondName = sc.nextLine(); ﬁrstSum = 0; secondSum = 0; loveSum = 0;
firstName = firstName.toLowerCase(); secondName = secondName.toLowerCase(); for (var i = 0; i < firstName.length(); i++) { firstSum += firstName.charAt(i); } for (var i = 0; i < secondName.length(); i++) { secondSum += secondName.charAt(i); } for (var i = 0; i < LOVE.length(); i++) { loveSum += LOVE.charAt(i); } totalSum =
ﬁndSum(ﬁrstSum + secondSum); loveSum = ﬁndSum(loveSum); if (totalSum > loveSum) { totalSum = loveSum - (totalSum - loveSum); } System.out.println("Love % : " + (totalSum * 100 / loveSum)); } } }Sample Output :♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ Enter q to exit : First Name : Alex Second Name : Liza Love % : 60
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ Enter q to exit : First Name : Bob Second Name : Liza Love % : 73The program will exit only if the user enters q as the ﬁrst name.Similar tutorials : We all must have experienced something that is called love. When you ﬁnd new people, you must have thought about how your potential relationship with your
partner will be in the future.We all know that person's name can tell a lot about them. Names are not just random: they all have a meaning. With the help of this true love calculator, you can calculate how much compatibility you have with your current partner or potential future partner.You can use our free online love test to calculate the score
between you and your possible partner. Our calculator will show you the love percentage when you enter your name and your partner's name!To find out what the chances for you and your dream partner are, just fill in names of you and your potential partner, and let love calculator tell the impression of the relationship between two people! Use this
information to see the compatibility of these two names.Remember that love calculator is not always very accurate, so try out few times before drawing any conclusions!If we look into Wikipedia, we can find out that by their definition love encompasses a range of strong and positive emotional and mental states. Love starts from good habits to the
deepest interpersonal affection.Read about love from WikipediaYes! Our love calculator works also as a dating calculator. Use this dating calculator to find out the love percentage of you and your potential date. You can estimate your future relationship with this compatibility calculator.Three types of datingThis love test calculator tells you the
percentage match of your relationship based on your names. Remember that this test is not always fully accurate, as the love is a mysterious force. Find your relationship chances with our love test calculator! This calculator may also provide the answer to the question 'does he love me'? Some people use the result of this calculator to see what are the
changes of relationships between two people with the given names.We get often asked that where to find a love tester? And the answer is always simple: from our website of course! You can use our love tester in this site to test out the compatibility of your names and see if your names are a match of love. By filling in your names, you can test your
current or future relationship and calculate the compatibility of your names.You can easily verify the value of our love tester by filling in the names of you and your loved one, and see how the hearts join together. This is the best love estimator in 2022 and 2023!When you meet a new person in your life, you quickly start thinking that how compatible
you two are. One way to make a guess is to use our name compatibility calculator to see how well these two names match together.Use our compatibility test to find out how compatible you are with your partner. With this easy test, you can check your relationship compatibility for marriage. Our test will hopefully help you to find true love to your life!
Some people use this calculator also as soulmate calculator. Compatibility - the quality of being well suited to one another; harmony. When you fall in love, the first thing that comes to mind is how compatible you are with your partner. However, it is not just compatibility alone that will determine whether or not your relationship will last but also if
you are lucky enough to have a name match as well!Enter 2 names to find how compatible they are. Calculate love compatibility based on first names with our free name compatibility test. Check name compatibility with your partner's name or any other person you want to know about. Compatibility calculator works on both mobile phone and tablet
devices as well as desktop computers.Whether you're a single person or in a relationship, it can be invaluable to have someone to test your hypotheses about love. Whether you're testing the idea that you and your partner are compatible or trying to figure out if you truly love each other, the love calculator can help. The calculator walks you through
five different tests, each of which evaluates a different aspect of your relationship. After taking the tests, you'll be able to see where your relationship stands and whether there are any areas that need more attention. So if you're looking for a way to deepen your understanding of love, download the love tester and get started today!Based on the
names of two people, this true love calculator can calculate their compatibility for a relationship. It takes into account the number of letters in each name, as well as the position of the letters in each name. The more similar the two names are, the better their compatibility likely will be.Relationships are one of the most important things in life. They
can be everything from friendships to marriages to a family member you share a genetic link with. However, having the right relationship can be difficult. Sometimes people choose names that are incompatible, and it can be impossible to tell without actually talking to each other. However, thanks to this calculator, you don't have to miss out on
potential relationships due to incompatibility in names. Simply enter in two names and the calculator will give you a compatibility rating based on how similar the two names are. If you're looking for advice on choosing a name for your relationship, this is the perfect tool for you!To find a lasting love is not an easy task. Even if some people find their
true love in their youth, for some it might never arrive.Check out these tips that will help you find a lasting partnership.12 basic rules to find loveAngelica is a psychology student and a content writer. She loves nature and wathing documentaries and educational YouTube videos.Published: Fri Jul 09 2021Latest update: Wed Jul 06 2022In category
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